INFOVISATM Partners with Reich & Tang to Deliver FDIC Insured Sweep Alternative
October 7, 2015, Cornelius, NC—INFOVISA today announced that it has partnered with Reich & Tang to
offer an FDIC insured cash solution to its client base. Reich & Tang, a leading national FDIC insured
investment provider, will administer the programs, which will be offered to all of INFOVISA’s bank trust,
independent trust company, not-for-profit, foundation, and college and university clients.
“We are very excited to add more depth and choice of cash investments to all of our client segments,”
said Mike Dinges, president and CEO of INFOVISA. “Clearly there is an increasing demand for FDIC
insured investments in light of money market mutual fund reform. We feel that this, coupled with the
uniquely achieved high levels of FDIC insurance through Reich & Tang’s Demand Deposit Marketplace
program, enables our clients to safely minimize risks and potentially increase returns on their cash
investments.”
Demand Deposit Marketplace (DDM) is an automated, daily cash sweep solution that enables investors
to achieve millions of dollars in FDIC insurance while maintaining daily liquidity. The program
automatically allocates investor deposits among several banks participating in the program, wherein the
deposits never exceed the maximum FDIC coverage of $250,000 per bank per tax identification number.
The new joint interface further streamlines the cash sweep process between INFOVISA and Reich &
Tang.
“We love to see companies like INFOVISA being proactive and getting ahead of the market,” said Michael
Lydon, president and CEO of Reich & Tang. “DDM will certainly add immediate value to INFOVISA’s
clients and the investors they serve. There are many predictable downsides to money market mutual fund
reform and likely several that have not yet been contemplated. INFOVISA has effectively removed this
risk and uncertainty for their clients by giving them the choice to pursue an FDIC insured strategy that is
outside the scope of money fund reform.”
The DDM offering is scheduled to go live for INFOVISA clients in October. “We made the promise to give
our clients the tools they need to help them effectively run their businesses. The DDM offering is the
latest extension of that promise,” concluded Dinges.
###
About Infovisa
Infovisa is an independent provider of data processing systems and related services for bank trust
departments, independent trust companies, not-for-profit foundations, colleges, and universities. The
Cornelius, North Carolina company is privately held by a holding company that focuses on possessing
companies that serve the financial services industry. Over the years, the family-owned holding company
has initiated new companies to explore opportunistic market niches.
About Reich & Tang
Reich & Tang is one of the nation's largest firms dedicated solely to offering deposit and liquidity solutions
to financial intermediaries and public and private investment entities. The firm is focused on creating,
improving, and delivering smarter ideas to help banks, brokerages, trust managers, RIAs, and public and
private sector clients maximize the value of their deposit, liquidity, and short-term investment programs.
This singular focus across multiple business lines combines to form a unique perspective and expertise
that provides a deeper insight into the multiple disciplines of cash management.
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